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Topics

• Entrepreneurial Mindset
• Disruptive Change
• Check out the “big dogs”
• Inspirational Vision
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Entrepreneurial Mindset 
Characteristics
• Take initiative
• Adapt to change
• See challenges as opportunities
• Find creative solutions
• Think outside the box
• Comfortable with risk
• Improvise when necessary
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
An entrepreneurial mindset is. resilient, resourceful, and solutions-oriented — even when the conditions say otherwise. People with these mindsets are lifelong knowledge-seekers who are curious and creative, and they are critical thinkers,



Disruptive
Change
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Major transformation 
that takes place 
within an organization 
or industry. 

Change can be 
triggered by a 
number of different 
factors.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TechnologyPoliticsHealthcareTalk about COVID 	small business sell out the back door when front door was open



Tips to assist with 
disruptive change 
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• Change Your Attitude
• Be Agile
• Change the market, not 

your customer
• Don’t be afraid to fail

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Change your attitude - Disruptive ideas will never be realized without a change of attitude. Viewing these innovations through the lens of the current business model will inevitably create barriers for implementation. Reassess your processes and adapt them to allow room for disruption. Be agile - An agile approach is key to successful disruption, as it enables constant testing and reiterating. Often these innovations involve creating new markets or products, therefore much of the process relies on trusting the unknown. There will be no available pre-existing research or information to enable data-driven decisions, so intuition and creative discovery will be the necessary alternatives Change the market - It can be easy to confuse the purpose of disruptive innovation as changing your customers and their attitudes. However, this is not the recommended approach; it should be about changing the market to help customers, not the other way around.Don’t be afraid to fail - Disruptive innovation will not always be successful – it is the very nature of disruption for it to be a bit turbulent. Nevertheless, in experiencing a series of innovations that are not wholly successful, you are building the foundations for a new and profitable business model in the long-run.FAIL – first attempt in learningFor long-term sustainability it can cause short term loss
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“The decision to disrupt businesses that are fundamentally working but whose future is in question takes a lot of courage” – intentionally take short term losses for longer term gain –– Bob Iger



Let’s check 
out the big 
dogs…

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
.



AMAZON

• 1994 – started as an online 
bookseller
• 2000 – introduced the 
marketplace 
• 2002 – Amazon Web Services
• 2005 – Amazon Prime –
products sold by third parties 
and Amazon ships free within 48 
hours
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
�Jeff Bezos – started in July 1994 – virtual online bookstoreSimply put, its founder Jeff Bezos, wanted to choose a word that would come up first in an alphabetical list. He also liked how it linked with the exotic and wild forest of the same name. Essentially, the name emphasized just how vast the library was, just like the vastness of the Amazon River.



AMAZON

• 2005 - Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA)
Sellers can sell on Amazon and warehouse the products, 
Amazon send out to customers and handles customer 
service
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The word Amazon means “Massive,” and that's what Amazon wants to portray. They sell everything from A to Z. The “Smile” also goes from the A to the Z and represents the smile that Amazon puts on their customer's faces. Amazon is super focused on positive customer experiences.



Netflix
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
| Reed Hastings & Marc RandolphStory on the street is – Reed Hastings had an overdue Blockbuster video. Didn’t like the daily rate and wanted a flat rate. Also knew that there was a market out there for online. They went and got a CD at a local music store, mailed it to one of them and when it arrived intact, they knew they were onto something.According to Marc Randolph, this story is false and was just a marketing gag. Instead, in early 1997, Reed was the CEO of the company they worked for (Pure Atria), and Marc was its VP of Corporate Marketing. Because a looming merger with another firm would leave them both out of a job, Marc says Reed had told him, "Let's come up with an idea and you can run it and I'll fund it.”As they carpooled to work every day from their homes in Santa Cruz to Silicon Valley, Marc, who wanted to start something like Amazon, pitched all sorts of e-commerce ideas to Reed: surfboards, custom-built baseball bats, personalized dog food, and home-delivery shampoo. To all of them, Reed's reply was simply, "that will never work.”Then, Marc heard of a hot new product invented in Japan called the DVD. He realized DVDs would soon replace VHS Cassettes, and after a bit of brainstorming in the car on Highway 17, Reed was sold on the idea.On a hot summer in 1997, Marc and Reed walked into Logos Books & Records in Santa Cruz, bought a CD of Patsy Cline's greatest hits, and mailed it to Reed's house a few blocks across the town. When the CD arrived intact, they knew they had found their ticket to e-commerce glory. Netflix is struggling due to strained consumer spending, rising costs of financing production and increased competition from Disney+ and Amazon Prime.



Netflix
• April 1998 – Netflix launches
• 2001 – hit 1m subscribers
• 2007 – begin streaming content
• 2010 – changes focus to 
streaming; Blockbuster goes 
bankrupt
• 2012 – start their own original 
shows
• 2021 – introduce mobile games
• 2022 – lost 200,000 subscribers 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Netflix is struggling due to strained consumer spending, rising costs of financing production and increased competition from Disney+ and Amazon Prime.



Disney

• August 2016 - invested in a 
BAMTech to address threats to 
ESPN’s business by creating a 
subscription service that would 
exist alongside the programming 
on EPSN networks 
• Urgency to create direct-to-
consumer bundles not just for 
sports
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Disney
• June 2017 - exercised their 
option and addressed their 
disruption head-on to be in 
control of the distribution of their 
own content
• They pulled all their materials 
from Netflix and consolidated 
them all on one platform
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ESPN Inc. is an American multinational sports media conglomerate majority-owned by The Walt Disney Company, with Hearst Communications as an equity stakeholder. ESPN's headquarters in Bristol, Connecticut.



Disney
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ESPN Inc. is an American multinational sports media conglomerate majority-owned by The Walt Disney Company, with Hearst Communications as an equity stakeholder. ESPN's headquarters in Bristol, Connecticut.



“To infinity 
and 
beyond…”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
An inspirational vision helps move the team beyond what they are capable of accomplishing today to ultimately see the possibilities of tomorrow. It keeps them moving forward.



Medical Center Partnership
• VDMC stops obstetrics services in 
October 2018

• January 2023 Boone County Public 
Hospital partners with VDMC

• Patients see Drs in both locations 
throughout prenatal care

• Deliver in Boone and then return to 
VDMC
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Hamilton County 
Childcare Initiative
• 2016 County Needs Assessment 
was done by EHCF
• 2019 – EHCF held two workshops 
– Supervisors held Econ Dev 
Summit
• 2021 – County Supervisors 
formed the Hamilton County 
Childcare Coalition
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Supervisor’s workshop identified childcare as economic developmentSupervisors formed the Hamilton County Childcare CoalitionEHCF is part of the coalition and created a fund to support childcare services – the immediate need was for charitable gifts to be accepted for the bonus program that Building Families administersCoaltion board went out to get local businesses to donate funds to help fuel the bonus programBuilding Families worked closely with the childcare centers on administering the bonuses  - EHCF grants monies every quarter to pay for the admin fee of the agency hired to oversee the regulations – total of $5k per yearPublic sectors (county and city), private (businesses and individuals) and nonprofits (Building Families and EHCF) working together



Hamilton County 
Childcare Initiative
Results:
• Created a hiring and retention 

bonus program
• Public, private and nonprofit 

sectors working together
• Over 90 new childcare slots 

have opened
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Hamilton County 
Childcare Initiative
• One daycare is expanding its 

current location
• One daycare is looking to move 

to a larger facility because they 
are at full capacity
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LIFT WC

• City informed they had to use 
CBDG funds or lose them

• City could not use funds on a 
property they owned

• LIFT WC nonprofit was formed
• LIFT WC approached City 

Council to provide funds to 
acquire building
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LIFT WC

• CBDG funds of over $800k 
were applied to the building

• Solid partnerships formed
• Community betterment
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Swon & Company | Brownie Bar

• Swon & Company – online 
home décor and gifts

• Brownie Bar Bakery – two 
retail locations

• Brownie Bar wanted to 
expand their product offering 
to customers – shipping and 
in-store
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Swon & Company | Brownie Bar
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Swon & Company             Brownie Bar

• Built the online app to 
create a buildable gift box

• Procure items for gift boxes 
and ship to BB

• Process orders
• Procure merchandise and 

maintain retail store 
displays
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• Provide baked items
• Fill orders and ship out
• Provide floor space for the 

merchandise in both retail 
locations

• Sales assistance



“Nothing new or innovative is created 
without a stretch of the imagination. Reach 
your goals by reaching for the sky with some 
brain stretches of the imagination every 
day.”
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“THE WAY TO GET 
STARTED IS TO QUIT 
TALKING AND BEGIN 
DOING.”

Walt Disney
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THANK YOU
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